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A SUGGESTED ANALOGY BETWEEN PSYCHOLOGY
AND NEUROLOGY.

T HE relation between medical psychology and neurology
has been, although relatively affable, a tangential
one.

This fact, however regrettable from the point of view of
science as a whole, is determined by the nature of the respective
fields of work. Each field is a more or less closed systein with
its own basic conceptions and technical methods, and nothing
but confusion would result from an attempt to superimpose the
concepts of the one upon the methods of the other. But al-
though it is not in the nature of parallel lines to meet, their
parallelism is in no sense violated by the formation of anas-
tomoses, by which contact and kinship can be maintained.
The anastomosis, if it be a real one and not merely a politic
adjustment, will derive its effectiveness from the appreciation
of an analogy that exists, either in the actual material, or in the
momentary situation between the two systems.

Between modern therapeutic psychology and neurology a
very striking and material analogy is actually present. Neu-
rology has to deal with two distinct and essentially contrasting
neural systems--the cerebrospinal and the sympathetic. The
former is a later an(d. more differentiated morphological develop-
ment, wlhile the latter has retained the pristine, vegetative
character belonging to an infinitely older and more archaic
patterin. No systemn in tlhe body has been so exhaustively
explored both functionally and structurally-as the one:
whereas with respect to the otlher neurology is still groping in
a soinewhat vague clair-ob8ctr.

This situation finds an exact parallel in the sphere of
psychology, where two contrasting mental systems or modes

the conscious and the unconscious have to be taken into
account, and where the concepts and methodology appropriate
to the onie systemIlhave proved inapplicable to thie other. The
clear-cut formulations and distinct categories of the academic
psychologists, though lacking nothing in crystalline conceptual
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clarity, fail and for this very reason-to einbrace the irrational
dynamic character of the unconscious mental processes.
W9Testern scientific consciousness is wedded to the principle of
direct or rational causality, and every system, as for example
the cerebrospinal where this principle can be exhaustively
followed and demonstrated, offers a clear field for its operation.
But there are systems, as there are certain aspects of reality,
which do not correspond to this principle ; systems wlhere the
causal nexus has oblique, indirect, or irrational connexions, so
that the attempt to apply the direct, causal interpretation only
serves to entangle, and not to clarify, our thought.

The unconscious is such a system if one may designate
this ambiguous and chaotic terrain with such an orderly term--
and the task of psychology has been to formulate concepts that
accord with its irrational, dynamic character. Naturally the
conicept, if valid at all, must also partake of the nature of the
thing that it embraces. But nothing is so vigorously excluded
by the intellect as the irrational elements of life. Hence the
intuitive concepts, which the very nature of the unconscious
mental processes force us to adopt, are liable to cause the
liveliest resistance to a purely rational mind; and similarly
with the technique. The entirely irrational character of the
dream, and of the free associations used in the elaboration of
dream-material, is a constant perplexity to the mind that is
ruled exclusively by the ratio.

Since the intellect unaided is unable to construct a con-
ceptual framework that can embrace every aspect of reality,
clearly another function, wlhose nature is essentially irrational,
miust be brought in to collaborate with the intellect. This
function is found in intuition, and the fundamental restatement
of biological conceptions by Haldane, and of psychological
conceptions by Jung has already demonstrated the immense
value of introducing this new dimension of the mind into our
scientific hypotheses. It could probably be shown that every
original investigator has made constant use of his intuition as
a ' path-finder,' but it could also be shown that scarcely one of
the scientific leaders of last century gave sufficient credit to
hiis intuition to give it equal place witlh the intellect in the
formulation of a general hvpothesis.

The nature of intuition is synthetic ; it perceives analogies,
parallels, conjunctions and associations; it links and joins
and overleaps. But above all it does not run in blinkers along
the firm highway of direct causality. It tries experimental
by-paths, and even leaps hedges witlh winged freedom. The
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rational intellect has a strong integrity, and it is this loose
freedom and irregularity (f method by which intuition achieves
its goal, that seem to i indermine the feeling of intellectual
integrity. Mloreover, the intellect has good reason to suspect
intuition-how often in its history has not science been seduced
along the by-paths of superstition through its nefarious in-
fluence ? But superstition results from uncriticized intuition.

Because of its pristine, pre-rational character intuition
always speaks in the primitive language of metaphor. An
intuition is a concretistic ' as though' statement, and therefore
alwavs needs to be transposed into more abstract terms. The
transposing of the intuitive metaphor into organized mental
forms, and the testing of the intuitive findings in the world of
objective realitv is the work of the intellect. Thus these two
apparently contradictory function's can actually form an
excellent partnership, just in so far as either function respects
the other's scope and character.

Direct causality is therefore not an absolutely final inter-
pretation. It is a categorv of the reason, as Kant showed.
Another wav of viewing phenomena is by the way of synchro-
nicity, which is the way of intuition. Things happening to-
gether, things related, as it were, transversely rather than
sequentially, this is the irrational dimension of the unconscious
which intuition apprehends. For we must remember that the
unconscious comprises all the other aspects of the world and
reality that escape conscious recognition, and that intuition
perceives by way of the unconscious. Hence it is that intuition
is particularly well fitted to inform us concerning just those
factors which normally escape the observation, that is controlled
exclusively by the reason.

It is useless to seek analogies where none exist, but is there
not in fact a suggestive parallel between the contrasting psychic
systems, viz., the conscious and the unconscious, with their
antithetic principles of orientation, and the contrasting neural
systems, viz., the cerebrospinal and sympathetic, with their
distinct, even opposite, modes of functioning ? Is it not
more than mere coincidence perhaps that the cerebrospinal
system seems to invite the explanatory principle of direct or
sequential causality, while sympathetic symptomatology in-
variably presents a picture of synchronous events and modifi-
cations, the interrelations of which are often quite compre-
hensible, although their causalitv may be, and usually is, ob-
scure ? This analogy is so striking that the view has been
suggested that the unconscious, which undoubtedly displays
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an archaic mode of functioning, is actually situated in the
sympathetic system, just as it is a,ksumed that the conscious
psyche is situated in the brain. I:f t.his analogy is felt to have
substance by the neurologists, the ta3k of restating our funda-
mental conceptions may not fall upon psychology alone, but
the intuitive or synthetic point of view will also become a
necessity for the handling of disorders of the sympathetic
system that at present escape our comprehension.
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